Terms & Conditions

Terms Of Use:

• All pages are copyright. You may not create anything to sell or share based off this packet.
• Please do not share with colleagues. This is just meant for your own use.
• You are welcome to share via social media and pin this product’s main page as long as it provides a link to my store.
• All Products are non-refundable. If you have any questions or concerns please contact Chanda at chanda@pinkoatmeal.com.

Disclaimer:

By use of this product(s) you are agreeing to the following:

• All activities are to be performed at your own risk. Pink Oatmeal LLC disclaims liability for any damage, mishap, or injury that may occur from engaging in any activities or ideas from the purchased or free activities and printables.
• The products or anything associated with the Pink Oatmeal LLC should not be used in replace of medical/therapeutic advice or treated as medical/therapeutic advice. Pink Oatmeal LLC products do not serve as medical or therapeutic advice for the public. If you have a medical condition or need medical/therapeutic advice please contact your physician or therapist.
• Adult supervision is recommended for every activity featured in the products. Please decide based on each individual activity if it is appropriate for your own child/children.
• Any participation in printables/activities does not result in a physical therapist-patient relationship with Pink Oatmeal LLC.

http://www.pinkoatmeal.com
Lily Pad Ten Frames

The lily pad ten frames are the perfect way to work on math and numbers while moving!

Print and Laminate

Place the printables on the floor and have kids hop to each lily pad.

Optional: After laminating use a dry erase marker to write the number on the back of each printable so kids can flip it over and double check if they were correct!

Numbers 1-30 included.
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